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Summary
Network-wide broadcasting is a fundamental and frequently invoked communication primitive in wireless ad hoc networks where there are no pre-existing communication infrastructures. Existing broadcasting techniques perform well with respect to two out of the three performance goals (low broadcast latency, low retransmission overhead, and high broadcast reachability), but require each host to track its neighbors within at least 2-hop distance away. This paper introduces a new broadcasting scheme called Adaptive Scheduling with Adaptive assessment Periods (ASAP) and its variants that achieve the three performance goals simultaneously while requiring each host to track only its one-hop neighbors. In particular, the ASAP schemes offer low broadcast latency, making them suitable for time-constrained applications such as broadcasts of emergency messages and multimedia applications.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, wireless ad hoc networks have received a great deal of research interest due to simplicity and low cost of deployment. No pre-existing communication infrastructure is required. A node can communicate directly to nodes within its transmission range or to those outside its transmission range via wireless packet relays. Network-wide broadcasting, simply referred to as “broadcasting” hereafter, is an operation for sending a packet to all the other nodes in the network. In wireless ad hoc networks, broadcasting is necessary for service and resource discovery and is a building block for many unicast and multicast routing protocols (e.g., DSR[1], AODV[2], ZRP[3], LAR 4], just to name a few).

The simplest broadcasting technique is Simple Flooding [5, 6]. In this scheme, when a host receives a broadcast packet, it retransmits the packet if it has not previously seen the same packet. Otherwise, the host drops the packet. Simple Flooding guarantees that a broadcast packet reaches all other hosts that are reachable from its originator if no packet collision occurs. However, this scheme generates a large amount of network traffic because it requires every host to retransmit the same broadcast packet once. In the case that all hosts are within 1-hop distance of each other, a broadcast packet travels each pair of hosts twice. Such overwhelming amount of packet retransmissions, most of them unnecessary, can quickly exhaust the hosts' battery power. If the hosts have to compete for limited communication bandwidth, the excessive network traffic can also cause significant delays in packet transmissions and may hang up the entire network because of severe packet contention and collision [2].

As a communication primitive, broadcasting has a significant impact on the overall performance of wireless ad hoc networks. Numerous broadcasting schemes have been proposed along with a number of metrics to evaluate their performance and implementation cost. For ease of exposition, we assume a static network and no packet collision, under which these techniques generally work best. To measure the performance of a broadcasting technique, a commonly used metric is broadcast reachability defined as the percentage of reachable hosts that actually receive the broadcast packet. Reachable hosts are hosts in the network that can receive the broadcast packet through Simple Flooding. A broadcast reachability below 100% means that some host does not receive the broadcast packet because an intermediate host between itself and the source decides not to retransmit the packet. In the case of Simple Flooding, its broadcast reachability is 100%. Another metric is retransmission overhead defined as the percentage of receiving hosts (i.e., hosts receiving the broadcast packet) that actually retransmit the packet. The retransmission overhead of Simple Flooding is 100% since all hosts must transmit the packet once during a broadcast. Low retransmission overhead is desirable to reduce unnecessary network traffic. The third metric is broadcast latency defined as the time taken by a broadcast packet and the unique packet ID among packets sent by the originating host.

1 Each broadcast packet can be uniquely identified, for instance, via a unique host ID of the originator of the
packet from a source to reach the last reachable host in the network. This metric has recently gained more attention since it is critical for time-constrained applications such as broadcasts of emergency messages and real-time multimedia applications. While these three metrics measure the performance of a broadcasting technique, another metric that measure its implementation cost is the number of hops that it requires each host to track its neighbors. In general, the more hops a host needs to track, the more network control overhead incurs.

An ideal broadcasting technique should simultaneously achieve three performance goals, i.e., 100% reachability, low transmission overhead, and low broadcast latency, with low network control overhead. Existing techniques, however, fall short in achieving these goals. While some of them make a tradeoff between broadcast reachability and transmission overhead, many others incur long broadcast latency, or require excessive network control overhead, or both. Note that minimizing transmission overhead and minimizing broadcast latency are two seemingly conflicting goals. To keep retransmission overhead low, many techniques require each host to keep track of redundant packets received over a period of time (termed assessment period hereafter). The value of this period is either randomly chosen between zero and some pre-configured value, or based on factors such as a host's distance to where it receives the packet for the first time. At the end of its assessment period, a host checks all redundant packets it receives and then determines whether to retransmit the broadcast packet. A longer assessment period allows a host to collect more redundant packets, giving it a better chance to avoid retransmission of the packet. However, it tends to increase the broadcast latency.

In this paper, we propose a novel broadcasting technique called Adaptive Scheduling with Adaptive Assessment Period (ASAP) scheme. The crux of the proposed technique is the interplay of two features: instant frontier forwarding and adaptive assessment period. The former feature creates an initial schedule indicating the order that its neighboring hosts should forward the packet, based on their distance from the packet sender. The farthest neighbor will immediately forward the packet, while other closer neighbors wait for some assessment period set according to their order in the forwarding schedule. The instant forwarding of the farthest neighbor allows a broadcast packet to be propagated to the distant hosts as soon as possible, keeping broadcast latency low. The adaptive-assessment-period feature, on the other hand, allows a host to wait as long as possible to refrain from retransmission, minimizing retransmission overhead. Specifically, it lets a waiting host (closer neighbor) adjust its assessment period (i.e., adapt from the initial forwarding schedule) according to information in duplicate packets the host has seen so far. The excellent interplay of the two features enables our ASAP scheme to achieve the three performance goals, i.e., 100% reachability, low retransmission overhead and broadcast latency, simultaneously. As for its implementation cost, the new scheme requires each host to track only its neighbors within one hop. Thus, it incurs lower control overhead and is less sensitive to changing network topologies compared to many existing techniques that track neighbors within at least 2 or more hops away. In a dynamic network with host mobility, the performance of these schemes will downgrade much more significantly than those techniques tracking only 1-hop neighbors [12, 26].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We summarize existing broadcasting techniques in Section 2, describe the concept and the details of the ASAP scheme in Section 3. In Section 4, we extend ASAP for heterogeneous networks, where hosts may have different transmission capability. In Section 5, we describe the simulation model and present the performance results. Finally, we provide our concluding remarks in Section 6.

2. Existing Broadcasting Schemes

2.1 Tables and Figures

Besides Simple Flooding, we classify existing broadcasting protocols into three broad categories and discuss their advantages and limitations in an ideal condition with no packet collisions as follows.

- **0-hop schemes**: These schemes do not require hosts to periodically track their neighbors. Many early broadcasting techniques belong to this category and can be further divided according to their dominant characteristics.
  - **Probabilistic-based schemes**: Each host retransmits a broadcast packet with some predetermined probability. The probabilistic-based scheme was first proposed in [7,8] and further investigated in [9]. Another scheme called the counter-based scheme[7] requires each host to count the number of redundant packets received during its assessment period. When the assessment period expires, the host retransmits the packet only if the number of redundant packets is less than a threshold value. Otherwise, the host drops the packet.
  - **Coverage-based schemes**: In these schemes, a host utilizes a coverage transmission area in its retransmission decision. Distances among hosts[7] or hosts’ location (e.g., using a Global Position System) [7,10] were used in determining the coverage area. For the coverage-based scheme
using host distances, a host retransmits the packet after the expiration of its assessment period only if the host is sufficiently far (at least by a distance threshold) from the senders of the redundant packets. For a coverage-based scheme using hosts' location, a host retransmits the packet only if it covers sufficiently more area (by a pre-determined threshold). Another scheme utilizes angles computed using locations of the hosts sending the redundant packets to check the coverage area [10]. Note that the coverage-based schemes only consider the coverage area of the transmission regardless of whether there are hosts in the coverage area or not.

The 0-hop schemes can effectively reduce retransmission overhead. Since they do not need to track any neighbors, they have similar implementation cost as Simple Flooding. Furthermore, their performance is not sensitive to host mobility and heterogeneous networks. However, retransmission overhead offered by these techniques is highly dependent on threshold values (e.g., retransmission probability for the probabilistic schemes, the distance threshold for a coverage-based scheme using host distances). Furthermore, the threshold values have a significant impact on broadcast reachability. Selecting appropriate thresholds to achieve both low retransmission overhead and high broadcast reachability is difficult in practice [10].

- **1-hop schemes**: Flooding with Self Pruning [11] is a 1-hop scheme since it requires each host to track neighboring hosts within its 1-hop distance via periodic broadcasts of beacons. A beacon contains the unique identity of the sending host. In this scheme, a host broadcasts a data packet that also includes all of its 1-hop neighbors in the packet header. Upon receiving a broadcast packet, a host retransmits the received broadcast packet except when all of its 1-hop neighbors have already been included in the broadcast packet header. In other words, no retransmission is needed when all of the host's neighbors are also the neighbors of the packet sender. No assessment periods are used in this scheme. Although this technique can both reduce the retransmission overhead and guarantee broadcast reachability, its performance improvement is very limited in most network conditions [12].

- **2-hop schemes**: Many recent broadcasting schemes are in this category. Neighbor information is exchanged through periodic broadcasts of beacons. For instance, a 2-hop scheme includes the host ID and IDs of this host's 1-hop neighbors in a beacon. The 2-hop techniques can be further divided into reactive schemes and proactive schemes. In the proactive schemes [11] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17], a host selects some of its 1-hop neighbors as rebroadcasting hosts. When a host receives a broadcast packet, it drops the packet if it is not designated as a rebroadcasting host; otherwise, it recursively chooses some of its 1-hop neighbors as rebroadcasting hosts and then retransmits the broadcast packet. In the reactive schemes [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [26], each host determines on its own whether or not to retransmit a broadcast packet. In general, with 2-hop of neighborhood information, these techniques can offer very good performance in terms of broadcast reachability and retransmission overhead. However, the 2-hop schemes are less attractive for dense networks with host mobility. This is because the overhead of discovering and maintaining a local network topology (within two or more hops) for each host may outweigh the reduction in the retransmission overhead [9, 10]. Furthermore, for the proactive schemes, selecting a suitable set of hosts to retransmit the broadcast packet is not trivial and requires significant computation on hosts. It was proven in [17] that finding an optimal set of rebroadcasting hosts is NP-hard.

### 3. Proposed Technique: ASAP

We first describe the assumptions used in this paper. Next, we discuss the two features of the ASAP scheme, i.e., instant frontier forwarding and adaptive assessment period. Finally, we present the algorithm of the scheme.

#### 3.1 Preliminaries

We assume that broadcasting nodes assess a clear channel before broadcasting. Although an assessment of a clear channel cannot prevent packet collisions and the hidden node problem, it does not have the high overhead of the 802.11 MAC that utilizes the Request To Send/Clear To Send/Data/Acknowledgment procedure for uncasting packets. We assume that when a packet is given to the MAC layer, a very small random delay is added to prevent two neighboring hosts from simultaneously assessing a clear channel. This delay is different from the assessment period discussed earlier. Like other broadcasting schemes, we assume that hosts can uniquely identify a broadcast packet. These assumptions have been used in other previous work as well [12].

We assume that a host is able to determine its distance to a sender of a packet through radio signal strength [27]. We do not require each host to know its exact position. We later discuss the variant of the ASAP
scheme if a host is equipped with an advance positioning technology such as Global Positioning Systems [28] and ultrasonic/infrared position sensing systems [29, 30, 31]. Each host tracks its 1-hop neighbors through periodic broadcasts of “Hello” messages or beacons. Each beacon contains only a host’s ID. All hosts have the same transmission range.

![Image](Fig. 1 Example ad hoc network.)

Figure 1 shows an example ad hoc network of ten hosts with the same transmission range. Host S is the broadcast source. We only draw transmission coverages of three hosts, S, A, and F for ease of illustration. Most of 1-hop neighbors of each host can easily be seen from the figure except a few cases. That is, H is a 1-hop neighbor of C only. A is the only 1-hop neighbor of E, F is the only 1-hop neighbor of G and I is a 1-hop neighbor of B and C. To achieve the lowest broadcast latency, lowest retransmission overhead, and 100% broadcast reachability, only three hosts A, C, and F need to forward the packet immediately when they receive the broadcast packet for the first time. Note that the three hosts do not necessarily assess a clear channel simultaneously because of a small random delay introduced when a packet is passed to the MAC layer.

3.2 Instant Frontier Forwarding

In our scheme, a sending host creates a forwarding order based on its 1-hop neighbor knowledge and includes the forwarding order in the header of the broadcast packet. The forwarding order is a list of IDs of the neighboring hosts in the decreasing order of their distance from the sending host. In the example in Figure 1, when host S broadcasts its packet, it includes the forwarding order: F, A, B, C and D in the header of the packet. This forwarding order indicates that host F should forward the packet first followed by hosts A, B, C, and D, respectively since SFs is the farthest neighbor and can cover the largest additional area among S’s neighbors. Note that with only 1-hop neighbor knowledge, host S cannot just choose some of its neighbors as forwarding hosts since it does not have the neighbor information of its neighbors. Furthermore, host S cannot determine the overlap in the transmission coverage areas of its neighboring hosts since host S does not know the exact locations of its neighbors.

In our scheme, the host receiving the broadcast packet for the first time (say host i) checks whether it has any neighbor that is not the neighbor of the packet sender. If all of its neighbors are also the sender’s neighbors, the host does not need to retransmit the packet. Otherwise, the host checks whether it is the farthest neighbor (from the packet sender) compared to all of its neighbors that are also the sender’s neighbor. If so, the host forwards the packet immediately; otherwise, it sets its assessment period $W$ according to Equation 1:

$$W = \text{Max Period} \times \frac{R_s - \text{dist}(s, i)}{\text{dist}(s, i)}$$

where $R_s$ is the transmission radius of the sending host $s$, and dist(s, i) is the distance between the sending host and host $i$. Note that dist(s, i) ≤ $R_s$ since host $i$ must be in the transmission range of host $s$ to be host $s$’s neighbor.

Given the example in Figure 1, using our scheme, hosts A and F retransmit the packet immediately when they receive the broadcast packet. Although host A is not the farthest neighbor of S (not the first host in the forwarding order), it is the farthest compared to the neighbors common to both S and A (i.e., A, B, C, and F). Host F also forwards the packet immediately for the same reason. In our scheme, host C still has to wait with its assessment period set to $W = \text{Max Period} \times \frac{R_s - \text{dist}(S, C)}{\text{dist}(S, C)}.

The next feature of our scheme reduces this wait time.

3.3 Adaptive Assessment Period

Existing broadcasting techniques let each host set its assessment period for each broadcast packet only once when the host first receives a broadcast packet. This contributes to unnecessary increases in broadcast latency and retransmission overhead as illustrated in the following example. Figure 1 shows that hosts A and B are very close to each other and most of B’s neighbors except I are A’s neighbors. Once A retransmits the packet, B will soon retransmit the packet according to the forwarding order from S. This retransmission performed by B is unnecessary since most of B’s neighbors are already covered by A and retransmission of C will cover both H and I (one of B’s neighbor as well). Hosts C and D need to wait for some time. Although both C and D are at about the same distance from S, the waiting of D is good since it is not necessary for D to retransmit the packet. However, the waiting of C lengthens the broadcast latency since C is the only host that can deliver the packet to H.

A better approach will be for a waiting host to adapt the original forwarding order on its own. Recall that using
our instant-frontier-forwarding feature, a waiting host, say host \( i \), initially sets its assessment period to
\[
W = \text{Max} \ _\ Period \times \frac{R_i - \text{dist} (i,s)}{\text{dist} (i,s)} \text{ once it receives the broadcast packet for the first time from host } s. \]

Our adaptive-assessment-period feature lets each host adapt its assessment period as follows. If at time \( T \) where \( T \leq W \) time units later after the timer of the assessment period has started, host \( i \) receives a redundant packet from host \( j \), host \( i \) adjusts its assessment period according to Equation 2.
\[
W = \text{Max} \ _\ Period \times \frac{R_j - \text{dist} (i,j)}{\text{dist} (i,j)} - T, \]

where \( R_i \) is the transmission radius of host \( i \). That is, host \( i \) adjusts its waiting time based on the distance between itself and the sender of the latest redundant packet. For the example in Figure 1, after receiving a redundant broadcast packet from \( A \), our scheme will make \( B \) wait longer because \( B \) is closer to \( A \) than \( C \). \( C \) waits less since it is farther from \( A \) than from \( S \) and can quickly retransmit the packet to reach both \( H \) and \( I \). Note that setting assessment periods to create a forwarding order that lets the farthest neighbor wait the least was first explored in [10], but their approach sets a host's assessment delay only once, i.e., at the time when the host first receives the packet. In their approach, the farthest neighbor still needs to wait for some small time period instead of making its forwarding decision immediately like in the ASAP scheme. Since the assessment period is set only once, selecting an appropriate value of the assessment period has a significant impact on their performance. In our approach, the assessment period is dynamically changed. Hence, imperfect setting of the initial assessment period due to some errors in distance estimation in practice does not have a severe impact on our scheme. It will be shown in our performance study shortly that such static setting of assessment periods retains a large amount of unnecessary retransmissions. Especially, when network density is not very high, its performance is almost the same as Simple Flooding.

3.4 Algorithm of ASAP

We describe the algorithm a host uses when receiving a broadcast packet in our scheme. Recall that when a host sends/retransmits a broadcast packet, it includes its 1-hop neighbors in the packet header. Each unique broadcast packet is associated with a life thread created when a host receives a broadcast packet for the first time. For this packet and all its duplicates received later, this thread executes the pseudo-code in Figure 2.

When the thread forwards the packet and terminates itself, it also destroys the timer associated with the packet. On the other hand, if the packet timer expires, the host forwards the packet if some neighbor has not been marked. The host then terminates the corresponding thread. This case happens when the host cannot collect enough duplicate packets during the assessment period. We note that in Step 3.1 of the algorithm in Figure 2, we exclude those neighbors that have seen this broadcast packet before and may have already forwarded the packet. By checking only the newly-marked neighbors, we can ensure that after a broadcast is sent, at least one more broadcast will follow immediately if there exists a neighbor that has not been covered. Thus, broadcast latency can be minimized.

1. Check its 1-hop neighbors one by one and mark its neighbors that are also listed in the header of the received packet;
2. If all of the current host’s neighbors have been marked, this thread terminates;
3. Otherwise, perform the following:
   3.1. For each of the newly-marked neighbors, calculate its distance from the packet sender;
   3.2. If the distance of the current host from the packet sender is the greatest among the computed distances, forward the packet and the thread terminates itself;
   3.3. Otherwise, set the assessment period as follows.
      3.3.1. If this packet is received for the first time, set the initial assessment period using Equation 1.
      3.3.2. Otherwise, adjust the assessment period using Equation 2.

   Fig. 2 Algorithm invoked when a packet is received.

We can easily see that our ASAP scheme is simple to implement while it can achieve low broadcast latency, low retransmission overhead, and 100% broadcast reachability simultaneously in homogeneous and static networks. Another major advantage is low management overhead. ASAP requires each host to track only the hosts within its 1-hop distance. Most existing flooding techniques (e.g., Dominant Pruning [11], Multipoint Relaying [17], Scalable Broadcast Algorithm [19], just to name a few) require each host to track its neighbors within 2-hop distance. Obviously, these schemes incur higher computation overhead and especially, significantly more control-related network traffic existing broadcasting techniques let each host set its assessment period for each broadcast packet only once when the host first receives a broadcast.

4. Extending ASAP for Heterogeneous Networks

Existing broadcasting techniques were primarily proposed for homogeneous ad hoc networks, assuming
that all hosts have the same transmission capability. In reality, however, different hosts may have different transmission coverage because of different wireless devices and/or varying rates of battery consumption. Such heterogeneity presents a new challenge for designing broadcasting techniques. Since a host may be unaware of another host with a smaller transmission range inside its transmission area, it could mistakenly drop the packet. In this section, we extend the ASAP scheme to handle host heterogeneity. We first present the effect of heterogeneity on broadcast reachability for some existing broadcasting techniques. Then, we describe the extended ASAP called ASAP-EXT to offer good performance under heterogeneous networks.

We propose ASAP-EXT to handle heterogeneity. The main idea is for each host to first check its host density based on its 1-hop neighbors and transmission area. If the computed density is at least a density threshold, the host employs the ASAP scheme or its variant (i.e., using the distance-based forwarding order and adaptive assessment periods). Otherwise, the host uses some broadcasting scheme that does not rely on neighbor knowledge such as Simple Flooding or a coverage-based scheme using hosts' locations. ASAP-EXT can maintain high broadcast reachability as well as low retransmission overhead. Figure 5 illustrates one implementation of ASAP-EXT that checks the coverage area of neighboring hosts using their exact location, which requires each host to have the ability to obtain its exact location. Hosts exchange their location information and transmission range in the beacons. ASAP-POS is a suitable variant for this implementation.

To determine the appropriate density threshold, we estimate the minimum number of hosts required for a network in a rectangle of size $w \times h$ meter$^2$ to be connected. Assume a uniform distribution of hosts with different transmission radii. Let $r$ be the expected transmission radius of all hosts. The density threshold (DT) is computed using Equation 4.

$$DT = 2 \times \frac{w}{y} \times \frac{h}{y} = \frac{2}{y^2}$$

where $y = \frac{r}{\sqrt{2}}$. Equation 4 is derived by overlaying a number of grids of size $y \times y$ meter$^2$ on a given network area. At each grid point, we place one host as illustrated in Figure 6. The minimum number of grids that can be placed in a transmission area of a host is 4. Based on a triangle geometry, we have $y = \frac{r}{\sqrt{2}}$. The total number of grids is $\left \lceil \frac{w}{y} \right \rceil \times \left \lceil \frac{h}{y} \right \rceil$. We allocate the number of hosts twice the number of grids to account for the case that hosts may not be placed exactly on the grids.

5. Performance Study

In this section, we describe our simulators, simulation environments, and results under homogeneous and
heterogeneous networks. These networks are static since host mobility is not the subject of our investigation in this paper.

5.1 Simulation Model

For homogeneous networks, we implemented detailed simulators for ASAP, Simple Flooding, Flooding with Self-Pruning [11] denoted as Self Pruning for short, and DBDT-ABS, which is a hybrid scheme that combines the two mechanisms proposed in [10]. The first mechanism called Distance-Based Defer Time (DBDT) requires a host to set its assessment period only once when it receives the broadcast packet for the first time. When the assessment period expires, the host employs the second mechanism called Angle-Based Scheme (ABS) using angles of locations of all the hosts sending the redundant packets to check whether the combined coverage covers this host’s entire transmission area. If so, the host drops the packet; otherwise, it forwards the packet. The rationale for choosing these techniques are as follows. Simple Flooding is used as the upper bound to determine the savings in retransmission overhead provided by the other three techniques. We compare retransmission overhead of ASAP against that of Self Pruning since both require the same amount of neighbor knowledge but utilize them differently. We compare broadcast latency of ASAP against that of DBDTABS since both use assessment periods whereas the other two schemes do not. Since all the selected schemes can guarantee 100% reachability for homogeneous networks, we present only the results on retransmission overhead and broadcast latency.

For studies on heterogeneous networks, we simulated Self Pruning, ASAP, ASAP-EXT, and DBDT-AREA. DBDT-AREA is a hybrid scheme that uses the combined coverage area of hosts sending duplicate packets in their retransmission decision as ASAP-EXT does when host density is low. We use DBDT-AREA instead of DBDT-ABS since the angle-based mechanism as indicated in [10] is not applicable for heterogeneous networks. In addition to broadcast latency and retransmission overhead, we also evaluate broadcast reachability, since some broadcasting schemes may let hosts drop packets because they are not aware of neighboring hosts with a smaller transmission range.

All the simulators use a Null MAC. That is, when a host wishes to transmit a packet, it can acquire a clear communication channel and transmit the packet right away. Using a Null MAC provides a good theoretical view of the core of the broadcasting schemes. However, delays due to channel contention and packet collisions, which affect broadcast latency, cannot be measured. Nevertheless, our simulators are sufficient for our study since we are interested in relative performance rather than absolute performance of the simulated techniques. Note that using the Null MAC makes broadcast latency of Simple Flooding and Self Pruning much lower than that expected in practice. This is because no assessment periods are used in these schemes and delays due to channel competitions among a large amount of retransmitted packets are not accounted for. Due to this large discrepancy, we do not report the broadcast latency of both Simple Flooding and Self Pruning in this study.

To implement the schemes that use assessment periods, we keep a packet at the network layer until the corresponding assessment period expires. After which, the packet is either sent to the MAC layer or dropped. Such implementation of assessment periods and the Null MAC have also been employed in a recent study of performance comparisons among many broadcasting protocols [12]. To fairly study the relative performance among the schemes using assessment periods (i.e., ASAP, ASAP-EXT, DBDT-ABS, and DBDT-AREA) in terms of broadcast latency, we use Equation 1 to compute the initial assessment period and set Max Period to the same default value in all of these schemes. Note that the impact of the Null MAC on broadcast latency for these schemes is lower than that for Simple Flooding and Self Pruning because they have much less retransmission overhead as will be seen shortly. Hence, there are less network traffic and packet collisions. Our simulators compute the broadcast latency as the simulation time elapsed since the beginning of the broadcast until the last reachable host receives the packet.

For each simulation run, we generated a number of hosts and placed them randomly on a square domain. Because hosts stayed at the same location for the entire simulation run, we simulated beacon exchanges only once in the beginning of the run for Self-Pruning, ASAP, and ASAP-EXT to reduce the time to run experiments. Since the overhead of beacon exchanges and the 1-hop neighbor information in the packet header of the broadcast packet required in these techniques are about the same, we omit the overhead results in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>default</th>
<th>variation</th>
<th>unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Host density</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.004 - 0.1</td>
<td>host/meter²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network area</td>
<td>500x500</td>
<td>100x100 - 10,000x10,000</td>
<td>meter²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission radius</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5 - 15</td>
<td>meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Period</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of runs</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence level</td>
<td>&gt;= 95%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each simulation run, we chose the host in the center of the square domain as the broadcast source to ensure that broadcast latency is measured from the same originating location in all the simulations. The broadcast
source broadcast one data packet using different broadcasting techniques. Only one broadcast occurred at any one time. For each broadcast, we recorded the performance and computed the corresponding average values. Each data point in our plots has a minimum confidence level of 95% and is the average of the results from 30 simulation runs generated as discussed above. Table 1 summarizes the parameter values used in the simulations. Roughly, we simulated a campus-size network, a domain region about 10 to 100 hops. In Section 5.2, we present the effects of host density, transmission radius, and network area on Simple Flooding, Self-Pruning, DBDT-ABS, and ASAP under homogeneous networks. In Section 5.3, we present the performance of Self-Pruning, DBDT-AREA, ASAP, and ASAPEXT under heterogeneous networks.

5.2 Results under Homogeneous Networks

5.2.1 Effect of Host Density

In this study, we fixed the transmission radius and the network area at the default values. We varied the number of hosts from 2500 to 25000. In other words, we increased host density from 0.01 to 0.1 \( \text{host/meters}^2 \). With host density of at least 0.04 \( \text{host/meter}^2 \), all hosts in each of the simulated networks were reachable from the broadcast source. When the host density is below 0.04 \( \text{host/meter}^2 \), networks were partitioned. That is, some hosts were not reachable from the broadcast source in the center of the domain region. In this case, broadcast reachability is still 100%, accounting for only hosts reachable from the broadcast source using Simple Flooding. Figure 7 shows the retransmission overhead under four techniques. Simple Flooding has 100% retransmission overhead as expected. Self Pruning provides the best savings in retransmission overhead (about 40% compared to Simple Flooding) in the most sparse network in our study. The retransmission overhead increases as the network becomes denser. This is because a host forwards the packet it receives unless all its 1-hop neighbors are included in the packet header. Hence, the scheme cannot reduce retransmission overhead by much when a host has more neighbors. When examining our results, we found that only the hosts close to the network borders can avoid retransmissions. DBDT-ABS performs only slightly better than Simple Flooding at the lowest density. However, as the density increases, DBDT-ABS improves and eventually outperforms Self Pruning. Let’s examine the savings in the retransmission overhead of the three schemes compared to Simple Flooding at 0.08 host density. The results show that setting static assessment periods like DBDT-ABS saves retransmission overhead by about 25% and using 1-hop neighbor knowledge like Self Pruning saves retransmission overhead by about 8%. We can estimate that a hybrid scheme that tracks 1-hop neighbors and utilizes static assessment periods should offer the savings in retransmission overhead by about 33% for this host density. Our ASAP scheme has a savings in retransmission overhead of 82%. Therefore, the 49% additional savings in the retransmission overhead comes from the adjustment of the assessment period each host does to adapt the original forwarding order according to duplicate packets it has seen. Our ASAP scheme outperforms the other simulated schemes for all host density in this study, especially for dense networks. This is because, a waiting host can adapt more in a dense network than in a sparse network since it has more neighbors to overhear information from.

Let’s turn our attention to broadcast latency. Recall that we only compare ASAP against DBDT-ABS since the other two schemes do not use any assessment periods. Figure 8 shows that DBDT-ABS incurs significantly longer broadcast latency than ASAP does. For the lowest host density, broadcast latency is unusually low. This is because a small number of hosts were reachable from the broadcast source due to network partitioning. As density increases to 0.02 \( \text{host/meter}^2 \), many more hosts were reachable, resulting in higher broadcast latency in both
schemes. ASAP outperforms DBDT-ABS and has consistently low broadcast latency across all the studied host density. This is because ASAP enables the frontier hosts closest to the perimeter of a broadcast to retransmit the packet without any delays, allowing a broadcast packet to reach the distant hosts as quickly as possible. The broadcast latency under DBDT-ABS decreases as the network becomes denser. This can be explained as follows. In a dense network, each host has several neighbors within its transmission range. Hence, there is a higher probability that a host closest to the broadcast perimeter is very close to the perimeter. This host only needs to wait a small amount of time before retransmitting the packet, which results in low broadcast latency. As host density increases, ASAP has information from more neighbors to adjust its assessment period. However, the adjustment does not reduce broadcast latency by much because of the already good performance offered by the instant frontier forwarding feature.

5.2.2 Effect of Transmission Radius

In this study, we varied the transmission radius from 5 to 15 meters. The network area and host density were fixed at the default values. Figure 9 depicts the results.

Our ASAP scheme outperforms the other schemes across all the studied transmission ranges with respect to retransmission overhead and broadcast latency. The plots in this figure exhibit similar trends to those in the study of the effect of host density. The rationale is as follows. Given a fixed number of hosts in the studied domain, the increasing transmission radius results in each host having more neighbors. This effect is close to the effect of increasing host density but keeping the same transmission radius like in the previous study.

6. Conclusion

We have presented a highly efficient, yet very simple, broadcasting strategy called Adaptive Scheduling with Adaptive assessment Period. The new scheme is very effective in reducing broadcast latency and eliminating unnecessary broadcast retransmissions due to an excellent interplay of its two important features: instant frontier forwarding and adaptive assessment periods. The former feature lets the farthest frontier host forward the packet without any delays, making the broadcast packet reach many distant hosts as quickly as possible. With the latter feature, waiting hosts either (i) lengthen their assessment period as long as possible to avoid unnecessary retransmission or (ii) shorten their assessment period to make the necessary retransmission as quickly as possible. We have also extended the proposed scheme to handle host heterogeneity, where different hosts can have different transmission radius. Unlike many existing broadcasting techniques that require hosts to keep track of their neighboring hosts within 2-hop distance, our technique requires each host to track only its 1-hop neighbors. Therefore, it is more adaptive to host mobility and incurs much less overhead in terms of control-related network traffic and computation. Our study shows that under most of the simulated networks, our new technique significantly outperforms other existing schemes we simulated.
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